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Abstract

We are working on the development of an availability risk assessment method for
telecommunication services, called Raster. Raster is described elsewhere. From
previous research we know that Raster can produce assessments with reasonable
effort, but we have not yet shown that its results are reliable (repeatable) and
accurate (correct). In this Technical Report we report on an experiment that we
conducted to test reliability of Raster.

By reliability of a method we mean that its results are not dependent on chance
or unknown circumstances. We tested reliability before accuracy, as without
reliability it is difficult to test and improve accuracy. The results of a method
may vary due to many factors, some inherent in the method and some due to
the person applying the method, the environment during application, or to other
aspects of the context in which the method is applied. The goal of our experiment
was to test the variation due to factors inherent in the Rastermethod itself. To do
so, we identified and analysed sources of variation outside the Raster method,
took mitigating actions, and tested the effectiveness of these mitigations.

From the results we were able to identify three sources of variation. Two
of these could be attributed to the experiment setup, but is due to ambiguity
in the Raster method. The results allow us to improve Raster, and suggested
improvements are described.

1 Introduction

We are working on the development of an availability risk assessment method for
telecommunication services, called Raster. Failure of telecommunication services
has a large impact on society, especially when emergency services are affected. As
a first step in improving the resilience of society to telecom failures, the nature and
magnitude of unavailability risks needs to be assessed. Raster aims to provide such
a risk assessment.

In previous research we tested and improved the usability of Raster. We showed
that the current version of the method does indeed assist the analysts in yielding
results that appear to be correct, within reasonable time. However, we have not yet
shown that these results are reliable and accurate. By reliability of a method we mean
that it is repeatable, and that its results are not dependent on chance or unknown
circumstances. Alternative terms for reliability are stability, consistency, repeatability,
reproducibility. By accuracy we mean that the results of a method are within a
known margin of their ‘true’ value. Alternative terms for accuracy are correctness,
validity. Without reliability, accuracy is difficult to test and improve. When results
vary unpredictably, attempts to reduce the margin of correctness cannot be judged for
effectiveness. We therefore chose to validate reliability of the Raster method, before
validating its accuracy.

Testing reliability of a procedure is typically performed by having multiple people
perform the procedure on identical data, and comparing their results. If the variation
in their results, by some statistical measure, exceeds a predefined limit, then the
procedure is determined to be unreliable. We conducted such an experiment to test
reliability of the Rastermethod. In addition to determining whether or not Raster is
reliable, we also wanted learn how reliability could be improved.
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The Raster method is typically executed by a team of analysts comprising of
telecom as well as domain experts. These analysts create an initial model of the telecom
services under investigation. In a number of iterations they refine this model hand
in hand with an assessment of the availability risks to the components in the model.
Availability risks can either be single failures (such as cable breaks) or common-cause
failures (such as a faulty software update that has been applied to multiple routers).
Assessments are mostly qualitative, and explicitly take into account uncertainty, lack
of consensus, and lack of information. Each vulnerability is assessed through two
factors: Frequency (indicating likelihood of an incident because of this vulnerability)
and Impact (indicating effects, repairability, and number of actors involved). When
the model is sufficiently refined to determine all risks, the analysts use the assessments
for an evaluation, creating a final report of their findings.

A comprehensive written description of the method is available from the Raster
project website. We know that different groups can create telecom service diagrams
that are identical on core components and connections between them. The method
therefore appears to be reliable in its creation of telecom service diagrams.

Based on this information, we designed a lab experiment in which groups of
participants applied a central part of the Raster method to an identical case. In this
Technical Report we report on the experiment.

The remainder of this report is organised as follows. In Section 2 we describe
and justify the design of our experiment. In Section 3 we describe and analyse the
main results of this experiment. In Section 4 we draw conclusions and describe the
implications of our findings. Section 5 describes the improvements to the Raster
method, based on our conclusions from the experiment.

2 Method

In this section we describe the experiment. We first show and motivate our design
decisions and then demonstrate how we controlled unwanted sources of variation.

2.1 Experiment design

We conducted a replicated experiment in which small teams of volunteers performed
part of the Raster method on a fictitious telecom service. Raster is normally per-
formed by teams of telecom and end-user domain experts. However, since experts
are scarce and in high demand, we could not rely on expert participation in our lab-
oratory experiment. For practical reasons we opted for a lab experiment instead of a
field experiment in a real organisation. In an earlier unpublished experiment we used
real experts in a field setting. This field experiment was successful, but since we failed
to attract a sufficient number of experts the results were inconclusive.

We therefore opted to perform an experiment with Master students from the Ker-
ckhoffs programme. The experiment was held at Eindhoven University of Technology
and the University of Twente, on two separate days. The proceedings were identical
at both locations.
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2.1.1 Treatment design

Executing Raster means that several activities need to be performed, ranging from
collecting information to obtaining go-ahead from executive sponsors of the risk
assessment. Not all of these are relevant for reliability; activities are only of interest if
they possibly contribute to variation in results. We pared the experimental task down
to the most relevant parts of Raster, to keep the experiment short and manageable.
For example, from previous research we know that the Raster can be applied in
practice, and can be completed within reasonable time. We know that different
groups can create telecom service diagrams that are identical on core architectural
components and connections between them. The method therefore appears to be
reliable in its creation of telecom service diagrams, and this aspect was excluded from
the experiment. Use of expert knowledge is concentrated in stage two. In this stage,
most of the assessments of frequencies and impacts of vulnerabilities are made. The
experiment was therefore restricted to this part of stage two of the method.

The procedures and materials were tested in a try-out session with co-researchers
who were not familiar with Raster, and based on their feedback small improvements
were made to the experiment. For example, the description of one of the vulnerabilities
was clarified, and relevant details were added to the description of the fictitious
company (see ‘Target of assessment’ below).

At the start of the experiment participants received a one hour plenary intro-
duction, explaining the tasks at hand and the setup of the fictitious company, using
prepared slides. Participants were encouraged to ask questions, to ensure that each
participant fully understood the assignment. After this introduction, the participants
were randomly assigned into groups (by lottery). One member of each group was
randomly assigned as recorder for that group. As in the Rastermethod, the recorder
was asked to take special care for consistency in the group’s scores, and for record-
ing the group’s answers. During the group work, groups had to assess (on paper)
the likelihood and impact of a incident involving a single architectural component
and a single vulnerability, using the standard assessment procedure of the Raster
method. A seven-page handout summarised the most important points for reference
during this group work. Since there were 138 component–vulnerability combinations,
each requiring the assessment of Frequency and Impact, each group had to make 276
assessments. Two and a half hours were made available for these assessments

2.1.2 Choice of volunteers

Since we could not use real telecommunication and domain experts, we needed to
recruit volunteers. Volunteers should have sufficient knowledge of IT infrastructure
and to be risk conscious, and ideally be similar in age, social background, educa-
tion, and income (factors that are known to influence risk perceptions). We decided
to recruit student volunteers from the Kerckhoffs Masters programme on computer
and information security offered jointly by the University of Twente, Eindhoven Uni-
versity of Technology, and Radboud University Nijmegen. We offered the customary
compensation for their time and effort. In accordance with the university’s regulations
on ethics of experiments, students were guaranteed anonymity.

The use of teams by Raster allows for pooling of knowledge and stimulates dis-
cussion. We wanted to include this important interaction in the experiment. However,
we had no idea how many students would volunteer for participation; perhaps their
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number would be small. Larger groups would mean more opportunity for discus-
sions but also fewer groups, and we intended to have at least six groups. We therefore
decided in advance to divide the participants into groups of three, intending to strike
a balance between in-group interaction and number of groups.

Based on previous experiences we expected that attracting a sufficient number of
volunteers would be difficult. A high financial reward would likely boost the number
of volunteers, but we we bound by both the ethical guidelines of the university and
limited in funds by our sponsors. However, as a token incentive we offered a raffle of
cinema tickers on top of the customary remuneration. Our solicitation started with an
email message to all students in the Kerckhoffs programme. In this message we briefly
stated the purpose of the experiment, the remuneration, and options for three dates.
One week later we made an appearance during a lecture, reminding the students
about the call for participation, answering questions, and handing out signup-forms.
Still, the numbers we small and not a multiple of three (our planned group size). To
boost the numbers, we offered the students who did volunteer an additional cash
bonus for each fellow student that they introduced as additional participant. This at
least gave us 18 volunteers, and 6 groups. We approached all students participating
in the Kerckhoffs programme, via email and during a lecture. Volunteers were in
their mid-twenties; 4 were female, 14 male; we did not ask for nationalities, but most
appeared to have European or Asian backgrounds.

2.1.3 Target of assessment

The telecom service for the experiment had to be small so that the task could be
completed in single afternoon, but large enough to allow for realistic decisions and
assessments. The choice of students imposed further restrictions; wireless telecommu-
nication links had to be omitted (as students were unlikely to have expert knowledge
on these), and a telecom service was chosen to be relatively heavy on information
technology (IT). The telecom service for the experiment was an email service for a
small fictitious design company heavily dependent on IT systems (Figure 1). Descrip-
tions of the company, the email service, the architectural components of the service,
and the vulnerabilities to these components were provided on paper for reference.
There model contained 22 components and 138 component–vulnerability combina-
tions in total. Examples include “power failure on the mail server", “breaking of
ethernet cable" and “congestion on department local area network". Table 1 lists the
vulnerabilities, and Table 2 the components. The model is shown in Figure 1.

2.1.4 Measurement design

Groups were to instructed to try to reach consensus on their scores. Each assessment
was noted on a provided scoring form (one form per group). The possible scores
form an ordinal scale: 〈extremely low, low, moderate, high, extremely high〉. Detailed
scoring instructions and descriptions of each of the values were included in the hand-
out. In addition, groups could decide to abstain from assessment. Abstentions were
allowed when the group could not reach consensus on their score, or when the group
members agreed that information was insufficient to make a well-informed assess-
ment. In addition to the group scoring forms, we also collected an exit questionnaire
from each participant after completion of the group work. Table 4 shows the exit
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Figure 1: Model of the email service used in the experiment.
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questionnaire. We explain the purpose of these questionnaires in Section ‘Verification
of effectiveness’ below.

2.2 Controlling variation

The reliability of a method cannot be derived from its properties nor observed di-
rectly; it can only be observed indirectly when the method is applied in practical
situations. The observed variation, however, has both internal and external causes.
Internal causes are inherent to the method, and will be present in any application
of the method. For example, the method may be ambiguously described or under-
specified. There is no way to reduce inherent variation, other than by changing the
method. External causes are due to the person applying the method, the environment
during application, or to other aspects of the context in which the method is applied.
For example, the time available for application of the method may have been too
small. External causes will be present regardless of any particular method being used.
Reliability is high when observed variation caused by internal causes is low. External
causes of variation cannot, by definition, be attributed to the method. In order to as-
sess internal causes of variation, external causes must therefore be mitigated as much
as possible. Experiments that test reliability can therefore not take place in natural
settings, which have too much uncontrolled variety, and will have to be laboratory
experiments.

Mitigation of external causes of variation involves 1) identification of external
causes and design of mitigations, and 2) verification of the effectiveness of mitigations.

2.2.1 Identification and mitigation

External sources of variation can arise from three areas:

a. from the subjects applying the method,
b. from the case to which the method is applied, and
c. from the circumstances and environment in which the method is applied.

Sources of variation can therefore be identified by carefully examining each of these
areas. Mitigation actions can then be devised. In practice it will be impossible
to remove external causes altogether, but steps can be taken to reduce them, or to
measure them so that we can reason about their possible influence on the outcome.

Subjects applying the method We identified three causes for variation arising from
the participants to our experiment. First, misapplication and misunderstanding of the
method by the participants can cause variation. If the participants do not have a clear
understanding of the method and the task at hand, then teams will improvise in
unpredictable ways. We tried to control this in various ways. We provided a con-
cise case which would be easy to explain; we prepared what we hoped were clear
instructions and reference materials, and invited questions. Furthermore, we tested
this instructions (as well as the task itself) in a try-out.

Second, lack of experience and expert knowledge could cause variation. Without
knowledge and experience, participants might overlook important points or resort
to guessing. We controlled this as much as possible, by providing a case that tried
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to closely match the experience of our students, as explained in Section ‘Target of
assessment’.

Third, personal biases could result in over- or underestimation. Some people are
more risk-averse than others, and tend to overestimate risks. The Raster itself already
attempts to control this risk by requiring a team of analysts. Discussion within the
team can dampen individual biases. We also provided explicit instructions on making
rational decisions, and to avoid quick and subjective assessments.

Case to which the method is applied A method such as Raster is not designed for a
single case, but should perform well in a large variety of cases. If a case is ill-defined,
then one cannot blame the method if it provides results with low reliability. However,
in our experiment we carefully choose a fictitious case, and we should therefore ensure
that variation caused by differing interpretations should be a small as possible. Two
causes of variability drew our special concern.

First, the number of risk scenarios could be too large. In the experiment, risks consist
of the combination of an architectural component and a vulnerability, e.g. “power
failure on the mail server". Many different scenarios can be devised for this risk
to occur. For example, a power cable can be accidentally unplugged, the fans in the
power supply unit may wear out and cause overheating, or the server can be switched
off by a malicious engineer. A large number of risk scenarios will make the results
overly dependent on the groups’ ability to identify all relevant scenarios. Given the
limited time available for the experiment, groups could not be expected to identify all
possible ways in which a vulnerability could materialise. In the case description we
therefore tried to offer clear and limited vulnerabilities.

Second, reliability cannot be achieved if there is widespread disagreement on the
‘true’ risk in society. Risks that are controversial do not lend themselves to impartial
assessment. In our choice of the experiment’s case we tried to avoid such controversial
risks.

Environment during application Variation may also derive from environmental con-
ditions or the participants’ motivation. We provided quiet, comfortable rooms and light
refreshments, and offered volunteers the customary compensation for their efforts.

2.2.2 Verification of effectiveness

When causes of external variation have been identified and mitigated, it is necessary
to give a convincing argument that mitigation has been effective. The results of the
method’s application cannot be used in this argument, because the results also vary
due to internal causes. Instead, it will be necessary to make additional observations,
using tools such as interviews, questionnaires, and observations. In our example
case, we observed the participants as they worked on their task and held an exit
questionnaire.

Each participant individually completed an exit questionnaire at the end of the
experiment. For each countermeasure the questionnaire checked whether participants
had the required knowledge, ability and motivation to apply the mitigation measure.
For example, for ‘lack of knowledge or experience’ we used these three questions:
“I am knowledgeable of the technology behind office email services” (knowledge),
“My knowledge of the technology behind office email services could be applied in the
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exercise” (ability), and “It was important that my knowledge of email services was
used by the group” (motivation).

We also used the opportunity to include four questions to test some internal
sources of variation. In particular, we wanted to test whether the scales defined for
Frequency and Impact were suitable, and whether the procedure to avoid intuitive
and potentially biased assessments was effective. In total the questionnaire contained
23 questions, that each had to be answered on a 5-point scale. To encourage honest
answers and prevent participants from giving the ‘desired’ answer, the order of the
questions was shuffled. Also the scales for some of the questions were reversed,
so that ‘good’ answers did not always belong to the right-most column of the exit
questionnaire form.

2.3 Threats to validity

Note that threats to validity concern only the comparison of the groups’ results, not
the results themselves. Our experiment is only designed for testing of reliability, not
of correctness. The main threats to validity for our experiment are the limited scope
of the experiment, the selection of volunteers, and the brevity of the description of the
case.

We limited the experiment to part of stage 2 of the Raster method. Reliability of
this part of the method may not generalise to reliability of the method as a whole.
However, most of the analysts’ judgements are made during stage 2, and so we think
this threat is low.

Another possible threat to validity arises from the sampling of student volunteers.
Volunteers were self-selected, and the number of volunteers was low. Students are
inexperienced compared to the experts targeted by Raster, suggesting that in practice
reliability of Raster may be higher than in this experiment. We randomly divided
students into groups of three. In practice the team of analysts will be larger than this,
allowing for more interaction and deliberation in order to reach consensus. Again,
this suggests that in practice reliability of Raster may be higher. External validity of
the experiment is thus relatively low, but the difference with real-world assessments
is in a beneficial direction: real-world assessments using Raster are likely to be more
reliable than our experimental results. On the other hand, the context of a real-world
assessment may contain factors that decrease reliability again.

In real applications the analysts will have access to a large set of documentation,
including information on the organisation using the telecom service, its architecture,
risks, and countermeasures. For purposes of our experiment, the amount of docu-
mentation had to be limited to the essentials. The amount of time for the group work
also had to be limited, although this may be interpreted as a realistic reflection of the
limited time that experts can spend on risk assessments.

For practical reasons we had to split the experiment over two days, at two physical
locations. The preparation, introductory material and hand-outs were identical for
both locations. It is possible that our experiences during the first session affected the
results of the second session. Such an effect would have to be very strong in order
to become apparent in the results, because the number of groups was low (2 for the
first session, and 4 for the second session) and the variation between the groups quite
large. In any case, we avoided interaction with the participants during their group
work in order to minimise a possible influence.
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3 Results

In this section we describe the outcome of our experiment. We first explain how the
results were analysed using a suitable statistical measure. We then show the results
after analysing our data from the scoring forms and from the exit questionnaires. We
end this section with a summary of our results.

3.1 Analysis

The analysis of the reliability of a method can make use of several well-known sta-
tistical techniques for inter-rater reliability. Inter-rater reliability is the amount of
agreement between the scores of different subjects for the same set of units. In our
experiment, the raters are the six groups, and the units are the likelihoods and impacts
of the vulnerabilities of components for which they had to provide assessments.

Many measures for inter-rater reliability exist. Which one can be used in a partic-
ular case depends on the number of raters and the type of scale used for the scores.
In our experiment the results are from an ordinal scale. This is very common in
non-quantitative risk assessments; scores are typically expressed as “high, medium,
low” or some similar ordinal scale. Well-known measures for inter-rater reliability are
Cohen’s kappa, Fleiss’ kappa, Spearman’s rho, Scott’s pi and Krippendorff’s alpha.
Cohen’s kappa and Scott’s pi are limited, in that they can only handle two raters.
Fleiss’ kappa can handle multiple raters but (like Cohen’s kappa and Scott’s pi) treats
all data as nominal. These measures would therefore not make use of all available
information in our data. Spearman’s rho can take ordinality of data into account,
but only works for two raters. Krippendorff’s alpha works for any number of raters,
and any type of scale. Furthermore, Krippendorff’s alpha can accommodate partially
incomplete data (e.g. when some raters have not rated some items). This makes Krip-
pendorff’s alpha a good choice for our analysis. We will abbreviate ‘Krippendorff’s
alpha’ to ‘alpha’ in the remainder of this document.

Alpha is defined as 1−Do/De, where Do is the observed disagreement in the scores
and De is the expected disagreement if raters assigned their scores randomly. If the
raters have perfect agreement, the observed disagreement is 0 and alpha is 1. If the
raters’ scores are indistinguishable from random scores then Do = De and alpha is 0. If
alpha < 0, then disagreement is larger than random disagreement. Alpha is therefore
a measure for the amount of agreement that cannot be attributed to chance. Cohen’s
kappa and Scott’s pi are basically defined in the same way as alpha, but differ in their
computation of observed and expected (dis)agreement.

In our experiment, each of the six teams scored 276 items (138 Frequency as-
sessments and 138 Impact assessments). Our scale for each is 〈extremely low, low,
moderate, high, or extremely high〉, but groups were also instructed that they could
abstain from scoring. Abstentions were possible when the group could not reach
consensus, or when they felt that no reasonable assessment could be made based on
available information. The experiment results can therefore be described as having
6 raters, 276 units, and partially incomplete, ordinal data. We computed alpha over
these units, but also computed alpha over subsets of units (Tables 1 and 2). Subsets
included the Frequency scores and Impacts scores separately, the scores on a single
architectural component, and the scores on a single vulnerability.

When calculating alphas over two subsets of units in order to compare the inter-
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Sheet1

Page 1

Frequencies Impacts Levels
Group U L M H V X A U L M H V X A U L M H V X A
Group 1 35 71 39 17 0 0 0 16 62 69 15 0 0 0 41 80 33 8 0 0 0
Group 2 11 29 74 27 10 11 0 22 9 125 4 0 2 0 20 27 71 23 10 11 0
Group 3 8 99 40 10 0 5 0 0 52 42 65 0 3 0 8 66 54 28 0 6 0
Group 4 27 38 5 40 2 50 0 12 67 79 3 1 0 0 29 36 18 26 2 50 1
Group 5 26 57 25 33 2 19 0 9 52 49 31 1 20 0 22 51 50 13 0 24 2
Group 6 5 65 51 33 5 3 0 9 61 56 35 1 0 0 13 53 50 37 6 3 0
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Figure 2: Distribution of classes in this experiment (all groups combined). U,L,M,H,V =
Extremely Low, Low, Medium, High, Extremely High respectively.

rater reliability in both subsets, calculations must be done carefully to ensure that
the alphas are comparable. For example, we want to calculate alpha for the subset
of Frequency scores and for the subset of Impact scores, to compare the inter-rater
reliability of those subsets. If α1 and α2 are computed over subset of units U1 and
U2 respectively, we wish that α1 < α2 iff the inter-rater reliability in U1 < inter-rater
reliability in U2. For details, see Appendix A.

One can argue whether it is meaningful to lump Frequency and Impact scores
together in the calculation of alpha (as in the ‘Both’ columns in Tables 1 and 2). After all,
they measure entirely different concepts even though their scales employ identically
named levels. A high incidence of ‘high’ Impact levels does not contribute to the
meaning of a ‘high’ Frequency score. However, by that reasoning even the Frequency
scores of two vulnerabilities are incomparable, as they too measure different concepts.
On the other hand, we are interested in the amount of agreement, regardless of the
concepts. We therefore think that the calculation of alpha over Frequency and Impact
scores combined is justified. The disagreement that we measure is, then, the overall
disagreement of 6 expert groups about risks composed of likelihood and impact, for
a given set of vulnerabilities and a given set of components.

All our calculations were performed using the statistical package R and the RStudio
development environment, using a custom implementation of Krippendorff’s algo-
rithm (see Appendix B) based on the code from the irr package (version 0.84) from
CRAN (the Comprehensive R Archive Network).

3.2 Scoring results

The answers from the teams were entered into the Raster tool. The benefit of this
procedure is that vulnerability levels are automatically calculated, and that the tool
can create various reports. For all groups combined, the tally of Frequency and Impact
assessments and the vulnerability levels are shown in Figure 2.

Over the entire set of units, alpha is 0.338. This is considered a very weak correla-
tion. Over the Frequency scores alpha is 0.232; over the Impact scores alpha is higher,
at 0.436. If we calculate the vulnerability level for each Frequency and Impact pair,
then the alpha over the results is 0.096. The alphas per vulnerability are shown Table
1; alphas per component are shown in Table 2. Almost all of these alphas are too weak
to state that the results of the groups are reliable. We also computed alpha for each
pair of groups (over all Frequency and Impact assessments combined); Table 3 shows
the results. As this matrix is symmetrical, only the top half is shown.

It is obvious that there is very low agreement between the scores of the groups,
whether we look the full data series or only at Frequency or Impact assessments, or
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Vulnerability Frequency Impact Both Level
All vulnerabilities 0.232 0.436 0.338 0.201
Cable break 0.204 0.529 0.378 0.177
Cable ageing 0.330 0.380 0.359 0.614
Configuration 0.441 0.524 0.483 0.231
Congestion 0.203 0.385 0.296 0.253
Data processing 0.119 0.161 0.141 -0.162
Equipment ageing 0.315 0.505 0.418 0.310
Physical damage 0.246 0.533 0.392 -0.067
Power -0.250 0.417 0.091 0.104
Theft 0.529 0.486 0.506 -0.106

Table 1: Alpha for frequency scores, impact scores, both combined, and vulnerability levels,
per vulnerability.

the computed Vulnerability Level. There is fair or moderate agreement between some
groups, but weak agreement between most groups. Therefore, we must conclude that
there is little agreement between the six groups on the assessment of vulnerabilities.

This conclusion immediately leads to the question: why do the assessments of the
groups differ so widely? To answer this question, we turn to the exit questionnaires.

3.3 Exit questionnaires

As explained in the Method section, the purpose of the exit questionnaire was to verify
whether the measures to control sources of variation were effective. The scores of the
questionnaires are given in Table 4. In the form presented to the participants the order
of the questions was shuffled and some of the scales were reversed; these obfuscations
have been undone in Table 4. In the table, the questions are sorted into groups
corresponding to the eight sources of variation that we described in “Controlling
variation” in the Method section. Answers in the right-most columns indicate that
the control was effective; the central column contains neutral scores; scores in the left-
most columns indicate that the control was ineffective. The questionnaire answers of
the recorders did not differ from the normal group members. In addition to the scores
from the exit questionnaires, we also use our observations in the discussions below.

Questions 1–4 verified whether participants had the required knowledge, skill, and
motivation to employ the method. The answers were mostly positive. However,
our observations during the experiment show that, contrary to the answers in the
questionnaire, groups did not always follow the instructions for assessing frequency
or impact. The instructions called for a general base assessment for the component–
vulnerability combination in general. Groups were then to look for arguments why
the frequency or impact for this particular combination should be higher or lower
than the base assessment. None of the groups followed this three-step approach
literally, but we did observe several discussions where arguments for a higher or
lower assessment were given. It therefore seems that the instructions were effectively
included in the groups’ deliberations. We also observed groups considering business
damages (whereas only effects on the email service itself were to be considered).
However, these were isolated cases. We therefore conclude that variation in scores
was probably not caused by insufficient knowledge about the method.

Questions 5–7 verified whether participants had the required knowledge about
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Component Frequency Impact Both Level
All components 0.232 0.436 0.338 0.201
End-user equipment 0.383 0.448 0.416 0.161
Department 1 0.037 0.724 0.387 0.108
Department 2 0.092 0.698 0.398 0.098
desk cable ** 0.404 0.694 0.553 0.475
desktop ** 0.418 0.386 0.402 0.019
DHCP server 0.312 0.687 0.505 0.131
DMZ 0.312 0.367 0.340 -0.017
DNS Server 0.220 0.263 0.242 0.012
ethernet cable 0.474 0.330 0.400 0.241
external mail server 0.377 0.479 0.441 0.175
fiber optic 0.776 0.385 0.542 0.664
File server 0.088 0.111 0.100 -0.235
Firewall DMZ 0.317 0.530 0.425 0.193
Firewall ext 0.240 0.530 0.387 0.112
Firewall int 0.296 0.568 0.434 0.086
internet -0.608 -0.502 -0.549 -0.423
laptop ** 0.661 0.388 0.524 0.264
Mail server -0.001 0.741 0.375 -0.193
MX 1 0.475 0.754 0.633 0.689
MX 2 0.475 0.754 0.633 0.689
relay server 0.271 0.026 0.147 -0.136
Server LAN 0.336 0.418 0.378 0.179
work station ** 0.060 0.449 0.254 0.050

Table 2: Alpha for frequency scores, impact scores, both combined, and vulnerability levels,
per component. End-user equipment are marked by **; alphas over their scores together are
given in the row ‘End-user equipment’.

G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6
G1 1.000 0.225 0.386 0.505 0.577 0.339
G2 1.000 0.269 0.179 0.177 0.414
G3 1.000 0.062 0.270 0.396
G4 1.000 0.589 0.214
G5 1.000 0.278
G6 1.000

Table 3: Pair-wise alpha between each group. As this matrix is symmetrical, only the top half
has been shown.

email technology, and the required skills and motivation. The answers were mostly
positive, but our observations showed a marked difference in practical experience
between groups. Some participants, contrary to our expectations, did not fully un-
derstand the function and significance of basic IT infrastructure such as DNS servers.
If lack of knowledge did induce variation in the scores, then that variation should
be smaller for components that are relatively well-known, and larger for components
that are less familiar. Since the participants were students, we can expect them to be
more familiar with end-user equipment such as desktop and laptops, and less with
specialist devices such as firewalls and routers. In Table 2, the components desk cable,
desktop, laptop, and work station are end-user components. The alphas for scores of
these components collectively are marked in the End-user equipment row. Although
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Sheet1

Page 1

# A B C D E Description

1 IIIIIII IIIIIIIIIII

2 I IIIIIIIIIII IIIIII

3 I IIIIIIIIIIIII IIII

4 IIIIIII IIIIIIIIIII

5 I III IIIIIIIIIIII II

6 III IIIIIIIIIIIII II

7 III IIIIIIIII IIIIII

8 II I IIIIIIIIIIIIII I

9 IIII IIIIIIIIIIIII

10 II IIII IIIIIIIIIIII

11 I I IIIIIIIIIIIIII II

12 II IIIIIIIIIIIII III

13 III IIIIIIII IIIIIII

14 I II IIIIIIIIIIIIII I

15 I III IIIIIIIIIIIII I

16 IIII IIIIIIII IIII II

17 III IIIIII IIIIIIIII

18 IIIII IIIIIIII III II The time to complete the exercise was …
19 II IIIIIIIIIIIII III Participating in this experiment was …

20 I II IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

21 I IIIIIIIIII IIIII II

22 II IIIIIIII IIIIIIII

23 I II IIIIIIIIIIIIII I

Disagree Agree Strongly agree

1,20 very unclear unclear clear very clear

4 mostly useless somewhat useful very useful

5 non-existent very limited good excellent

10 very easy to use

15 very different very similar

18 way too short somewhat short just right sufficient

19 very tiresome interesting very interesting

21 almost always often seldom almost never

The instructions at the start of the 
exercise were …
I knew what I needed to do during the 
exercise.
In the experiment I could practically apply 
the instructions that were given at the 
start of the exercise.
The instructions that were given at the 
start of the exercise were …
My knowledge of the technology behind 
office email services can be described as 
…
My knowledge of the technology behind 
office email services could be applied in 
the exercise.
It was important that my knowledge of 
email services was used by the group.
Before the exercise I was instructed to 
make rational, calculated estimates.
During the experiment I knew how to 
avoid fast, intuitive estimates.
The instructions and procedures for 
avoiding fast, intuitive estimates were …
When estimating Frequencies and 
Impacts of vulnerabilities, it is necessary 
to consider many possible incidents.
I could think of practical examples for 
most of the vulnerabilities.
When discussing vulnerabilities, other 
members of my group often gave 
examples that I would never have 
thought of.
In my group we mostly had the same 
ideas on the values of estimates.
The estimates made by other groups 
(compared to ours) will be …
For all estimates, there exists a single 
best value (whether we identified it or 
I was able to concentrate on the exercise 
and work comfortably.

The scales for values of Frequency and 
Impact estimates were …
In my group we hesitated between two 
adjacent Frequency and Impact values 
The scales of values for Frequency and 
Impact were suitable to this exercise. 
The final answer of my group often 
equalled my immediate personal 

Strongly 
disagree

Neither agree 
nor disagree

neither clear nor 
unclear

somewhat 
useless

neither useful 
nor useless

neither good nor 
limited

very 
cumbersome

somewhat 
cumbersome

neither easy nor 
cumbersome

somewhat easy 
to use

somewhat 
different

neither similar 
nor different

somewhat 
similar

more than 
sufficient 

somewhat 
tiresome

neither interest-
ing nor tiresome
neither seldom 

nor often

Table 4: Results of the exit questionnaires. Columns A–E indicate the scores for each possible
answer, located below the table.
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the results are not conclusive, they support our conclusion that lack of expert knowl-
edge probably contributed to some of the variation in the results. This is the first
explanation for variation.

Questions 8–10 verified whether participants succeeded in avoiding personal bi-
ases. The questionnaire answers were positive. Our observations confirm these
answers. Variation is therefore not caused by personal biases.

Questions 11–13 verified whether there were too many risk scenarios (and the
results therefore sensitive to the participants’ imagination). The answers were mostly
positive (the question on motivation less so). Our observations confirm that groups
discussed multiple risk scenarios. In cases when the number of scenarios seemed
unlimited (e.g. the risk of a general cable break in the Internet), groups did not hesitate
to abstain from answering. Variation in scores was therefore not because of an overly
large number of risk scenarios.

Questions 14–16 verified whether there is widespread disagreement on the ‘true’
risk in society. The questionnaire answers show mixed results: positive on questions
14 and 15, but negative on question 16 (“For all estimates, there exists a single best
value (whether we identified it or not”). The positive results on questions 14 and
15 could be a reflection of pleasant, cooperative teamwork. Questions 16 makes
it clear that participants believe there is no true answer. Also, most groups made
assumptions that significantly affected their assessments. Different assumptions led
to different results. The one group that scored high on question 7 (“It was important
that my knowledge of email services was used by the group”) also was the only group
that scored positively on question 16. This indicates that the participants probably
recognised that their assumptions were somewhat arbitrary. The scoring forms had
space for groups to mark important assumptions. None of these assumptions was
extraordinary or unrealistic. We did observe that groups generally made many more
assumptions than were noted on their forms, but these unrecorded assumptions were
mostly natural or obvious. Based on the above, we conclude that variation in scores
can be partly explained by the difference in assumptions made by groups. This is the
second explanation for variation.

Questions 17–19 verified whether environmental conditions were suitable, and
participants sufficiently motivated. Some groups finished within the time set for the
task, others exceeded that time. The time spent was 2:45, 3:14, 2:44, 2:38, 2:36, and 2:20.
All groups completed their tasks. The answers allow us to conclude that variation in
scores were not caused by environmental conditions.

The remaining questions in the questionnaire were about internal sources of vari-
ation.

Questions 20–22 verified whether the given scales for frequency and impact were
understood, and appropriate for the case. The answers were mostly positive, but
participants indicated (question 21) that their group often hesitated between two
adjacent frequency or impact classes, a finding that was confirmed in our observations.
We noticed that assessments almost always required discussion. At the same time,
participants remarked that the range of the scales was large, and that the difference
between adjacent steps was problematic. Participants volunteered arguments pro
and con, and referred to previous scores to ensure a consistent scoring. This was
independent of the particular ordinal value; discussion was necessary for the extreme
scores as well as for the moderate scores. Variation in scores can probably be partially
explained by choosing between adjacent ordinal values. This is the third explanation
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for variation.
Finally, question 23 verified whether the method itself was successful in discour-

aging fast, subjective responses. The answers were somewhat negative: most partici-
pants agreed with statement 23. We would have expected that the final answer by the
group differed from the immediate (subjective) personal estimates more often. Our
observations during group work, however, did show that groups discussed almost
any assessment, volunteering arguments as well as letting themselves be convinced
by arguments of their group members. We therefore believe that the instructions instil
the right attitude towards critical assessment. Based on our observations, we believe
that variation in scores cannot be attributed to defects in the method on this point.

4 Discussion

The experiment did not demonstrate that the Rastermethod leads to reliable results.
Instead, there were large differences in the assessments by the six groups. We found
three explanations for these differences:

1. Lack of expert knowledge by the participants.
2. Difference in assumptions made by groups.
3. Somewhat arbitrary choices between adjacent ordinal values.

Based on the data of our experiment we cannot say how much each explanation
contributed to the observed variation. The first two explanations can be considered
defects in the experimental setup. If participants had been more knowledgeable (as
can be expected from the analysts who would apply Raster in practice), and if they
had been able to verify their assumptions (as is possible in a field experiment), these
sources of variation would have had less impact. However, the third explanation may
indicate a deficiency in the Raster method. The difference between adjacent steps
appears to be too large. For example, descriptions for low, medium and high impacts
are:

Low: Noticeable degradation of the service.
Medium: Partial temporary unavailability of the service for some actors.
High: Long-term, but eventually repairable unavailability of the service
for all actors.

This leads to difficult discussions among analysts when encountering, for example, a
long-term unavailability for some actors. More, and more fine-grained classes would
reduce some of this difficulty. However, having too many classes would make picking
the right class more difficult. For example, the current descriptions for low, medium
and high frequencies are:

Low: Once in 500 years, or: for 1000 identical components, each year 2 will
experience an incident.
Medium: Once in 50 years, or: for 1000 identical components, each month
1 or 2 will experience an incident.
High: Once in 5 years, or: for 1000 identical components, each month 15
will experience an incident.
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With these definitions, analysts do not need to be overly accurate, as long as they can
place a particular vulnerability in the right class. When more classes were used, the
required accuracy of the analysts’ assessments would need to be (much) higher. There
are benefits as well as disadvantages to having both many and few classes. Clearly,
the ‘sweet spot’ where benefits and disadvantages balance out has not been reached
yet.

Improvement of the Frequency and Impact scales is a matter for further research.

5 Improvements to Raster

Note to self: Use the checklist on this section.

From the experiment we learned that the Raster method does not effectively avoid
variation in its results, because of ambiguity in the definition of classes for frequency
and impact. In this section we propose improvements to these definitions. We first
state or requirements for the definitions, and motivate these. Then we use the results
from the experiment to check which of these requirements are satisfied by the current
definitions of classes for frequency and impact. We suggest improved definitions,
and argue why these better satisfy all requirements. Experimental verification of the
improved definitions is left for further experiments.

5.1 Improvement goal

From our observations we conclude that there has been no or little difficulties with
the interpretation of the extreme and undecided classes (Extremely Low, Extremely
High, Unknown, Ambiguous). We call these the non-quantifiable classes. Ambiguity is
mostly limited to the classes Low, Medium and High, or what we call the quantifiable
classes. Quantifiable classes are those for which experts can possess the knowledge
and experience to accurately assess all physical risk factors, given enough time and
resource (epistemic uncertainty is low). Non-quantifiable classes are therefore those
classes for which epistemic uncertainty make it impossible to accurately assess some or
all physical risk factors. The quantifiable classes form an ordinal scale by themselves;
two non-quantifiable classes, Extremely Low and Extremely High, can be placed on
this scale as well.

Physical risk factors have been studied in a separate paper; they are:

• delay effect,
• extent of damage,
• incertitude,
• persistency,
• probability of occurrence,
• reversibility,
• ubiquity/extent of exposure.

In the text below, the term ‘risk’ means the possible occurrence of a specific vulnera-
bility on a specific technical component. For each risk, analysts assess its physical risk
factors. Physical risk factors can be assessed individually, or as a group. Some or all
of these assessments are qualitative, using a predefined list of values called ‘classes’.
In either case, the combination of all assessments results in a single value called the
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Physical factor Frequency Impact
probability of occurrence •

incertitude • •

delay effect
extent of damage •

persistency •

reversibility •

ubiquity/extent of exposure •

Table 5: How Frequency and Impact assess the physical risk factor.

Figure 3: The current rule to combine frequency and impact assessments into a risk level.

‘risk level’. The risk level will also be expressed in a predefined number of qualitative
classes.

Our improvement goal can therefore be restated as finding a better classification for
(groups of) physical risk factors, together with a combination rule that yields risk levels.

5.2 Current classifications and combination rule

In the current version of Raster, the physical risk factors are assessed via two groups
of physical risk factors, which we called Frequency and Impact. Frequency covers the
factors probability of occurrence and incertitude; Impact covers all remaining factors
(except delay effect), as well as incertitude (see Table 5). Both Frequency and Impact
are assessed qualitatively, using a 7-level scale. On this scale, 5 levels form an ordinal
sub-scale 〈Extremely High, High, Medium, Low, Extremely Low〉; the remaining 2
levels indicate different kinds of uncertainty (Ambiguous and Unknown). Table 6
shows the current definitions for Frequency and Impact respectively. When both the
Frequency and Impact of a risk have been classified, the combination rule from Figure
3 is used to obtain the risk level. The risk level is also expressed using the same 7
levels. Although Frequency, Impact, and risk level all use a scale with 7 identically
named levels, they measure different concepts. A ’High’ Frequency therefore means
something very different from a ’High’ Impact, or a ’High’ risk level.

5.3 Requirements

We state and motivate our chosen requirements. The motivations are either based
on our design goals for the Raster method, or follow from lessons learned from the
experiment.
R1: All physical risk factors must contribute to the assessment of a risk; the con-
tribution from delay effect is optional. We make an exception for the delay effect (a
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Class Frequency Impact
Extremely high Routine event. Very often. Very long-term or unrepairable unavail-

ability of the service for all actors. Major
redesign of the telecom service is neces-
sary, or the service has to be terminated
and replaced with an alternative.

High Once in 5 years. For 1000 identical com-
ponents, each month 15 will experience
an incident.

Long-term, but eventually repairable
unavailability of the service for all ac-
tors.

Medium Once in 50 years. For 1000 identical
components, each month 1 or 2 will ex-
perience an incident.

Partial temporary unavailability of the
service for some actors.

Low Once in 500 years. For 1000 identical
components, each year 2 will experience
an incident.

Noticeable degradation of the service.

Extremely low Very rare, but not physically impossible. Unnoticeable effects.
Ambiguous Indicates lack of consensus between an-

alysts.
(same)

Unknown Indicates lack of knowledge or data. (same)

Table 6: Current definitions for the classes for Frequency and Impact in Raster.

large time lapse between an incident and its effects), because delays are not common
in telecom incidents. Analysts may use the delay effect as a consideration to choose
between adjacent classes, but delay does not need to feature explicitly in any of the
class definitions.

This requirement follows from an earlier publication in which we studied risk
factors, and from our first case study from which we concluded that the delay effect
is of little importance.
R2: The assessments should be few in number, so that the required effort for the
analysts is small.

This requirement follows from the need to make use of experts. Experts are scarce
and their time is expensive. The more assessments are needed for each risk, the more
time will have to be spent on the overall risk assessment. The current method requires
two assessments (Frequency and Impact).
R3: Assessments must have a clear best answer in most of the cases. Each qualitative
assessment can result in a number of levels. In most cases, the analysts should have
little trouble determining which of the possible levels has the best match with the risk
scenarios that the analysts considered.

It cannot be avoided that some risks are difficult to assess, and that analysts
hesitate between two or more possible answers. If there are two or more classes that
fit equally well with the risk scenarios, the analysts must reconsider their arguments
and scenarios in an attempt to make a more accurate assessment. This increases their
effort, and is a source of variation in results; both are undesirable.

This requirement therefore follows from our goal of the method taking the same
or less effort than current methods, and from our goal that the method is reliable.
R4: The rule that combines the assessments into a risk level must be easy to under-
stand. Analysts must be able to intuitively understand why a risk assessment scores
a certain level.
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Since risk assessments depend on a high level of expert knowledge, it is impor-
tant that the analysts are able to explain their results. They should also be able to
indicate the limits and uncertainty of their knowledge, and how those affect the risk
evaluations. In order to be able to do so, analysts should be able to understand the
generation of risk levels. They should be able to predict how risk levels will change
under differing assumptions about physical risk factors, and they should be able to
deduce what assessments would be needed to achieve a higher or lower risk level.
This calls for an intuitive understanding by the analysts of the combination rule. A
complex rule is therefore not desirable.

This requirement therefore follows from the experiment, in which we learned that
analysts have responsibility over their risk evaluations and should be agle to give an
argument for their risk treatment recommendations.
R5: For a typical target of assessment, the risk levels with ordinal values should
span the entire range out possible outcomes, but with a median towards the lower
end of the scale and few levels on the higher end of the scale. Risk levels should not
be clustered in a small part of the scale, because this makes it difficult to distinguish
low risks from high risks. Also, classes that are underused possibly indicate that the
scale can be simplified; a simpler scale is easier to understand (see R4). Levels should
have a mean towards the low end, so that the highest risks can be clearly identified. If
all vulnerabilities are calculated as “high risk” then the method cannot advise on the
best course of action. Of course, in exceptional systems all risks may be high risks, but
across a large number of telecommunication services the range of outcomes should
be as described in this requirement.

The motivation for this requirement follows from the goal that risk assessments
point out those risks that are most relevant in improving the overall availability of
telecom services.

The requirements are not independent. The number of assessments, the number
of classes and the definitions of classes must be chosen in such a way that a local
optimum is reached. Design tradeoffs are likely. For example, R2 and R4 suggest a
very small number of assessments, perhaps only 1 or 2 per risk. However, because of
R1 the definitions of the classes will then become complex (taking many physical risk
factors into account), which may conflict with R3. As another example, R5 suggests a
larger number of risk classes (7 in the current method, but perhaps more). Increasing
the number of risk classes probably requires increasing the number of classes for
assessments. Again, this may conflict with R3.

Note that requirements can be partially satisfied. The requirements do not men-
tion a clear norm; e.g. requirement R2 does not state what the highest number of
assessments is that is still acceptable. Also note that requirements are not prioritised.
When comparing alternatives, it will be relatively easy to state which alternative per-
forms better for each requirement. It is more difficult to state which alternative has
the best overall performance with respect to the requirements.

5.4 Gaps: comparing the current method to the requirements

At first glance, our current definitions of the Frequency and Impact classes satisfies
conditions R1, R2, and R4. This experiment has shown that they do not satisfy
requirement R3.
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Damage Reversibility Persistency Ubiquity
Unnoticeable Repairable Short-term No actors
Degradation Unrepairable Long-term Some actors
Partial unavailability All actors
Unavailable

Table 7: Physical risk factors and their levels used in the current descriptions of the quantifiable
Impact classes.

For R5 the situation is less clear. Figure 2 shows the classes as scored in this
experiment by all groups combined. According to R5, the ’Levels’ graph in this figure
should show that all classes are used, that the median is in the lower half of the scale,
and that classes in the upper ranges should be few. It can be seen that indeed all
classes are used. The median is somewhat close to the centre of the scale, and there
are relatively many risk levels in the upper ranges. Requirement R5 would be better
satisfied if the number of M(edium) and H(igh) scores in the Levels graph would be
reduced, and the number of L(ow) scores increased.

5.5 Proposal for improvement

The requirements allow some freedom in the number of assessments (R2). The current
method uses two (frequency and impact). Two assessments per risk seems to be
the practical lower bound. If we were to increase the number of assessments, we
would probably split Impact into two aspects. For example, Impact can be divided
into Damage (covering the physical risk factors incertitude, extent of damage, and
ubiquity) and Repairability (incertitude, persistency and reversibility. However, there
appears to be no prior reason to do so. Furthermore, the terms Frequency and Impact
are familiar to most analysts. The first of our design goals and constraints is therefore

D1: to retain the two assessments Frequency and Impact (but probably with rede-
fined classes).

Our term Impact covers 5 physical risk factors: damage, incertitude, persistency,
reversibility, and ubiquity. Incertitude is not explicitly used in the ordinal sub-scale
for Impact. From an earlier experiment we know that the remaining factors are not
equally important or relevant; the order from most to least important is: damage,
reversibility, persistency, ubiquity. The levels used for each in the current version of
Raster are shown in Table 7. We can combine reversibility and persistency without
loss of information into a single factor with three levels: short-term, long-term, and
unrepairable. After doing so, 36 unique combinations are possible (see Table 8). This
table shows the score for each combination using the current Impact definitions. The
current definitions do not cover each combination, as shown by the blank cells. We
propose an alternative that completes the scoring, but also increases non-repairable
degradation from Low to Medium. It turns out that this proposal does not distinguish
between cases were some or all actors were affected. The definitions that go with the
proposed scoring are:

Low: Noticeable degradation, if repairable (short-term or long-term).
Medium: Noticeable degradation, if unrepairable. Partial unavailability, if
repairable. Total unavailability, if short-term.
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High: Partial unavailability, if unrepairable. Total unavailability, if long-
term.

The meaning of “short-term” and “long-term” depends on the tasks and
use-cases of the actors. A two minute outage is short-term for fixed tele-
phony but long-term for realtime remote control of drones and robots.

“Degradation” means that actors notice reduced performance (e.g. noise
during telephone calls, unusual delay in delivery of email messages), but
not so much that their tasks or responsibilities are affected.

“Partial unavailability or severe degradation” means that actors cannot
effectively perform some of their tasks or responsibilities. For example:
email can only be sent within the organisation; noise makes telephone calls
almost unintelligible; mobile data is unavailable but mobile calls and SMS
are not affected. Actors can still perform some of their tasks, but other
tasks are impossible or require additional effort.

“Total unavailability” means that actors effectively cannot perform any of
their tasks and responsibilities using the telecom service.

When the impact is extremely high, major redesign of the telecom service
is necessary, or the service has to be terminated and replaced with an
alternative.
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Damage Persistency/
Reversibility

Ubiquity Current Proposal

Unnoticeable Short-term No actors U U
Unnoticeable Short-term Some actors U U
Unnoticeable Short-term All actors U U
Unnoticeable Long-term No actors U U
Unnoticeable Long-term Some actors U U
Unnoticeable Long-term All actors U U
Unnoticeable Non-repairable No actors U U
Unnoticeable Non-repairable Some actors U U
Unnoticeable Non-repairable All actors U U
Degradation Short-term No actors U U
Degradation Short-term Some actors L L
Degradation Short-term All actors L L
Degradation Long-term No actors U U
Degradation Long-term Some actors L L
Degradation Long-term All actors L L
Degradation Non-repairable No actors U U
Degradation Non-repairable Some actors L M
Degradation Non-repairable All actors L M
Partial unavailability Short-term No actors U U
Partial unavailability Short-term Some actors M M
Partial unavailability Short-term All actors M
Partial unavailability Long-term No actors U U
Partial unavailability Long-term Some actors M M
Partial unavailability Long-term All actors M
Partial unavailability Non-repairable No actors U U
Partial unavailability Non-repairable Some actors H
Partial unavailability Non-repairable All actors H
Unavailable Short-term No actors U U
Unavailable Short-term Some actors M
Unavailable Short-term All actors M
Unavailable Long-term No actors U U
Unavailable Long-term Some actors H
Unavailable Long-term All actors H H
Unavailable Non-repairable No actors U U
Unavailable Non-repairable Some actors V
Unavailable Non-repairable All actors V V

Table 8: A proposal for improved definition of the quantifiable Impact classes. The Current
column shows the scores according to the current definitions; blank cells indicate cases not
explicitly covered. The proposal completes the scores, and increases two scores that appeared
to be unreasonable (marked in bold).
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A Krippendorff’s alpha on subsets of data

In this section we describe an issue with Krippendorff’s alpha when comparing alphas
of two subsets of the data.

Krippendorff’s alpha can be computed for any data in which r raters assess N units.
For example, in our experiment we had 6 groups assessing 276 units of frequency
and impact assessments. Each rater normally assesses reach unit, but because raters
may abstain on some units the total number of scores may be less than r × N. In
the discussion below we assume that assessments are from an ordinal scale (contain-
ing values from V), but with other kinds of scale the calculations would be similar.
Krippendorff’s alpha is defined as:

α = 1 −
Do

De
(1)

where Do is the observed amount of disagreement in the data and De is the expected
amount of disagreement if raters scored randomly. If there is full agreement then
α = 1; if assessments are fully random then α = 0.

The calculation of the observed amount of disagreement is based on the number
of times that each pair of scores occurs within each unit. Pairs are weighted to account
for the ordinal distance between their values. A pair of two adjacent values would
carry a lower weight (and hence contribute less to the amount of disagreement) than
a pair of extremes from both end of the ordinal scale. Do and De are defined as:

Do =
∑
c,k

ockδ
2
ck (2)

De =
∑
c,k

eckδ
2
ck (3)

where ock is the observed coincidence of the pair of scores c and k, and eck is the
expected coincidence of the pair of scores c and k. ock is proportional to the number
of times that the two values c and k were scored in the same unit; it is defined in such
a way that

∑
k ock = nc, the number of times that score c appears in the data. Also,

ock = okc. eck is proportional to the number of times that the two values c and k would
appear if assessment were completely random;

∑
k eck also adds up to nc. By random

assessment we mean that raters blindly assign a score, while observing the relative
frequency of values. This relative frequency is based on the number of times that each
value appeared in the data.

With U the set of all units, ock and eck are defined as:

ock =
∑
u∈U

number of c–k pairs in unit u
number of scores in unit u − 1

(4)

eck =
number of c–k pairs in all units U
number of scores in all units U − 1

(5)

Variable δ2
ck is the weight assigned to the c–k pair. For ordinal data, it is defined as:

δ2
ck =

 k∑
g=c

ng −
nc + nk

2


2

=

nc

2
+

k−1∑
g=c+1

ng +
nk

2


2

(6)
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Combining all this gives:

α = 1 −

∑
c,k ockδ

2
ck∑

c,k eckδ2
ck

(7)

= 1 −

∑
c,k δ

2
ck

∑
u∈U

number of c–k pairs in unit u
number of scores in unit u−1∑

c,k δ
2
ck

number of c–k pairs in all units U
number of scores in all units U−1

(8)

What is important to note is that Do, De and ni (in δ2
ck) are all defined using the relative

frequencies of values as they appear in U.

Now, suppose that we have two subsets of U (say, U1 and U2) and that we want to
verify wether the amount of disagreement in subset U1 is less than the amount of
disagreement in U2. For example, U1 may be all assessments related to laptops and
U2 all assessments related to desktops, and we would like to know whether the raters
agreed more on one type of component. We would compute α1 over U1 and α2 over
U2 and we would like that

α1 < α2
?
⇐⇒ inter-rater reliability in U1 < inter-rater reliability in U2 (9)

The problem is that α1 is calculated using the relative frequencies of values appearing
in U1, whereas α2 is calculating using different relative frequencies. For external
reasons (e.g. the properties of laptops), the values appearing in U1 may be rare in
comparison to the entirety of U, whereas the relative frequencies in U2 may be quite
normal. α1 would be computed relative to the ‘distorted’ relative frequencies from
U1 while U2 would be computed using regular frequencies. α1 might be ‘inflated’ or
‘depressed’ as a result, and our wish (9) above may or may not hold.

A possible solution may be to compute expected disagreement and weights on the
basis of relative frequencies observed in the entire dataset U, not relative to their own,
possibly biased, data-subsets. To do so, the amount of observed disagreement needs
to be scaled so that the ratio between observed and expected disagreement is between
0 and 1.

α1 = 1 −
F ×
∑

c,k δ
2
ck

∑
u∈U1

number of c–k pairs in unit u
number of scores in unit u−1∑

c,k δ
2
ck

number of c–k pairs in all units U
number of scores in all units U−1

(10)

where

F =
number of values appearing in U
number of values appearing in U1

(11)

The weights δ2
ck do not need to be scaled, but they must be based on the relative

frequencies of values appearing in the entire dataset. The values as calculated for the
overall α over U can be reused.
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B R code for calculations

## Analysis for Experiment III
##
## Eelco Vriezekolk, jan 2014
## e.vriezekolk@utwente.nl
##
## Calculation of Krippendorff’s alpha are based on the ’irr’ package, version 0.84,
## by Matthias Gamer <m.gamer@uke.uni-hamburg.de>,
## Jim Lemon <jim@bitwrit.com.au>, Ian Fellows <ifellows@uscd.edu>,
## Puspendra Singh <puspendra.pusp22@gmail.com>

#------ Function definitions --------------------------------------------------------

# Compute the vulnerability level for a given frequency (f) and
# impact (i), according to Raster’s standard rules.
# U,L,M,H,V =:= 1,2,3,4,5
VulnMatrix <- matrix( c(

1, 1, 1, 1,NA,
1, 2, 2, 3, 5,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
1, 3, 4, 4, 5,
NA, 5, 5, 5, 5

), nrow=5, byrow=TRUE)
Vuln <- function(f,i) {

return(VulnMatrix[f,i])
}

CompareGroupwise <- function() {
metr <- matrix(0,nrow=6,ncol=6)
al <- c("G1","G2","G3","G4","G5","G6")
for (i in 1:6) {

for (j in 1:6) {
coli = paste(al[i],"v",sep="")
colj = paste(al[j],"v",sep="")
matrix <- as.matrix(ResultsAll[,c(coli,colj)])
matrix <- t(matrix)
k <- kripp.alpha(matrix, method="ordinal")
metr[i,j] <- k$value

}
}
metr

}

kripp.alternative <- function(data.matrix) {
oc <- observed.coincidences(data.matrix)
ec.ut <- expected.coincidences.uppertri(oc)
dm.ut <- distance.matrix.uppertri(oc)
kripp.modular(oc, ec.ut, dm.ut)

}

kripp.modular <- function(oc,ec.ut,dm.ut) {
# The e.c. matrix is normalized, and has to be
# restored by multiplying with the number of pairable values in
# the coincidence matrix. This c.m. may be a different one than
# the one with which the ec was computed.
nmv <- sum(apply(oc,2,sum))
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utcm<-as.vector(oc[upper.tri(oc)])
1-sum(utcm*dm.ut)/sum(nmv*ec.ut*dm.ut)

}

# Using five levels, compute the observed coincidences from a data.matrix
# The returned value is a 5 by 5 matrix.
#
observed.coincidences <- function(data.matrix) {
# levx<-(levels(as.factor(data.matrix)))

levx = c("1","2","3","4","5")
nval<-length(levx)
cm<-matrix(rep(0, nval * nval), nrow = nval)
dimx<-dim(data.matrix)
# dimx[1] = number of raters
# dimx[2] = number of units
vn<-function(datavec) sum(!is.na(datavec))
if(any(is.na(data.matrix))) mc<-apply(data.matrix, 2, vn) - 1
else mc<-rep(1, dimx[2])
for(col in 1:dimx[2]) {

for(i1 in 1:(dimx[1] - 1)) {
for(i2 in (i1 + 1):dimx[1]) {

if(!is.na(data.matrix[i1, col]) && !is.na(data.matrix[i2, col])) {
index1<-which(levx == data.matrix[i1, col])
index2<-which(levx == data.matrix[i2, col])
cm[index1, index2]<-cm[index1,index2] + (1 + (index1 == index2))/mc[col]
if(index1 != index2) cm[index2,index1]<-cm[index1,index2]

}
}

}
}
cm

}

# From observed coincidences (of the five levels), compute the expected coincidences.
# The returned value is the upper triangle of the expected coincidence matrix, excluding
# the diagonal.
# The e.c. are normalized, by dividing by the number of pairable values ’nmv’.
#
expected.coincidences.uppertri <- function(oc) {

dimcm<-dim(oc)
nmv <- sum(apply(oc,2,sum))
utcm<-as.vector(oc[upper.tri(oc)])
nc<-apply(oc,1,sum)
ncnk<-rep(0,length(utcm))
ck<-1
for(k in 2:dimcm[2]) {

for(c in 1:(k-1)) {
#ncnk[ck]<- (nc[c] * nc[k]) / (nmv-1)
ncnk[ck]<- ((nc[c] * nc[k]) / (nmv-1)) / nmv
ck<-ck+1

}
}
ncnk

}

# From the observed coincidences (of the five levels), compute the squared distance
# matrix. The returned value is the upper triangle of this matrix (similar to function
# expected.coincidences.uppertri)
#
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distance.matrix.uppertri <- function(oc) {
dimcm<-dim(oc)
utcm<-as.vector(oc[upper.tri(oc)])
nc<-apply(oc,1,sum)
diff2<-rep(0,length(utcm))
ncnk<-rep(0,length(utcm))
ck<-1

for(k in 2:dimcm[2]) {
for(c in 1:(k-1)) {

ncnk[ck]<-nc[c] * nc[k]
diff2[ck]<-nc[c]/2
if(k > (c+1))

for(g in (c+1):(k-1)) diff2[ck]<-diff2[ck] + nc[g]
diff2[ck]<-diff2[ck]+nc[k]/2
diff2[ck]<-diff2[ck]^2
ck<-ck+1

}
}
diff2

}

makeKrippData <- function(m,cols) {
matrix <- as.matrix(m[,cols])
t(matrix)

}

ComputeKripp <- function(data) {
kr <- kripp.alpha(data, method="ordinal")
kr$value

}

#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
#--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

library("irr")
setwd("/Users/eelco/Documents/Research/Work/Case Studies/Case study III")
source("Rproject/kripp.boot.R")
ResultsAll <- read.table("Results/Scoring results.csv", header=TRUE, sep=",",

na.strings="n", dec=".", strip.white=TRUE)
Results <- na.omit(ResultsAll)

for (c in c("G1","G2","G3","G4","G5","G6")) {
ResultsAll[[c]] <- factor(as.vector(ResultsAll[[c]]),c("U","L","M","H","V","X","A","-")

,exclude=c("X","A","-"))
ResultsAll[[paste(c,"v",sep="")]] <- as.numeric(ResultsAll[[c]])
Results[[c]] <- factor(as.vector(Results[[c]]),c("U","L","M","H","V","X","A","-"),

exclude=c("X","A","-"))
Results[[paste(c,"v",sep="")]] <- as.numeric(Results[[c]])

}

Joined <- merge(Results[Results$Factor==’F’,] , Results[Results$Factor==’I’,] ,
by=c("Component","Vulnerability"),
suffixes=c(".F",".I"),
all=TRUE)

# Remove the, now unnecessary, Factor columns
J <- Joined[,c(1:2,4:15,17:28)]
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for (c in c("G1","G2","G3","G4","G5","G6")) {
colf <- paste(c,"v.F",sep="")
coli <- paste(c,"v.I",sep="")
colv <- paste(c,"v.V",sep="")

J[colv] <- mapply( Vuln, J[[colf]], J[[coli]])
}

groupwise <- CompareGroupwise()
View(groupwise)

AllData <- makeKrippData(ResultsAll,c("G1v","G2v","G3v","G4v","G5v","G6v"))
AllFrequencies <- makeKrippData(J,c("G1v.F","G2v.F","G3v.F","G4v.F","G5v.F","G6v.F"))
AllImpacts <- makeKrippData(J,c("G1v.I","G2v.I","G3v.I","G4v.I","G5v.I","G6v.I"))
AllLevels <- makeKrippData(J,c("G1v.V","G2v.V","G3v.V","G4v.V","G5v.V","G6v.V"))

val.c <- ComputeKripp(AllData)
val.f <- ComputeKripp(AllFrequencies)
val.i <- ComputeKripp(AllImpacts)
val.v <- ComputeKripp(AllLevels)

cat("Krippendorff using the IRR library:\n")
cat("~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\n")
cat("over all data : ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.c))
cat("\n")
cat("for Frequencies only : ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.f))
cat("\n")
cat("for Impacts only : ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.i))
cat("\n")
cat("for Vulnerability Level: ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.v))
cat("\n")
cat("\n")

val.c <- kripp.alternative(AllData)
val.f <- kripp.alternative(AllFrequencies)
val.i <- kripp.alternative(AllImpacts)
val.v <- kripp.alternative(AllLevels)

cat("Now using our own functions:\n")
cat("~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\n")
cat("over all data : ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.c))
cat("\n")
cat("for Frequencies only : ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.f))
cat("\n")
cat("for Impacts only : ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.i))
cat("\n")
cat("for Vulnerability Level: ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.v))
cat(" (These results should be identical to the set above)\n")
cat("\n")

all.oc <- observed.coincidences(AllData)
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all.ec <- expected.coincidences.uppertri(all.oc)
all.dm <- distance.matrix.uppertri(all.oc)
val.c <- kripp.modular(all.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

af.oc <- observed.coincidences(AllFrequencies)
val.f <- kripp.modular(af.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

ai.oc <- observed.coincidences(AllImpacts)
val.i <- kripp.modular(ai.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

av.oc <- observed.coincidences(AllLevels)
val.v <- kripp.modular(av.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

cat("Now using our standard weights:\n")
cat("~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~\n")
cat("over all data : ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.c))
cat("\n")
cat("for Frequencies only : ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.f))
cat("\n")
cat("for Impacts only : ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.i))
cat("\n")
cat("for Vulnerability Level: ")
cat(sprintf("%6.3f",val.v))
cat("\n")
cat("\n")

krippsV.SW <- data.frame(Vulnerability=character(0),Ka.Frequency=numeric(0),
Ka.Impact=numeric(0),Ka.Level=numeric(0),Ka.Combined=numeric(0),stringsAsFactors=F)

i <- 0
for (vuln in unique(J$Vulnerability)) {

i <- i+1
sel <- J[J$Vulnerability==vuln,]

af.oc <- observed.coincidences(
makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v.F","G2v.F","G3v.F","G4v.F","G5v.F","G6v.F")))

ai.oc <- observed.coincidences(
makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v.I","G2v.I","G3v.I","G4v.I","G5v.I","G6v.I")))

av.oc <- observed.coincidences(
makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v.V","G2v.V","G3v.V","G4v.V","G5v.V","G6v.V")))

val.f <- kripp.modular(af.oc,all.ec,all.dm)
val.i <- kripp.modular(ai.oc,all.ec,all.dm)
val.v <- kripp.modular(av.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

sel <- ResultsAll[ResultsAll$Vulnerability==vuln,]
ac.oc <- observed.coincidences(makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v","G2v","G3v","G4v","G5v","G6v")))
val.c <- kripp.modular(ac.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

krippsV.SW[i,] <- c(vuln,val.f,val.i,val.v,val.c)
}
View(krippsV.SW)

krippsC.SW <- data.frame(Component=character(0),Ka.Frequency=numeric(0),Ka.Impact=numeric(0),
Ka.Level=numeric(0),Ka.Combined=numeric(0),stringsAsFactors=F)

i <- 0
for (comp in unique(J$Component)) {
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i <- i+1
sel <- J[J$Component==comp,]
af.oc <- observed.coincidences(

makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v.F","G2v.F","G3v.F","G4v.F","G5v.F","G6v.F")))
ai.oc <- observed.coincidences(

makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v.I","G2v.I","G3v.I","G4v.I","G5v.I","G6v.I")))
av.oc <- observed.coincidences(

makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v.V","G2v.V","G3v.V","G4v.V","G5v.V","G6v.V")))
val.f <- kripp.modular(af.oc,all.ec,all.dm)
val.i <- kripp.modular(ai.oc,all.ec,all.dm)
val.v <- kripp.modular(av.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

sel <- ResultsAll[ResultsAll$Component==comp,]
ac.oc <- observed.coincidences(makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v","G2v","G3v","G4v","G5v","G6v")))
val.c <- kripp.modular(ac.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

krippsC.SW[i,] <- c(comp,val.f,val.i,val.v,val.c)
}

# Calculate alphas over end-user equipment
i <- i+1
sel <- J[J$Component=="desktop" | J$Component=="desk cable" | J$Component=="laptop"

| J$Component=="work station",]
af.oc <- observed.coincidences(

makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v.F","G2v.F","G3v.F","G4v.F","G5v.F","G6v.F")))
ai.oc <- observed.coincidences(

makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v.I","G2v.I","G3v.I","G4v.I","G5v.I","G6v.I")))
av.oc <- observed.coincidences(

makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v.V","G2v.V","G3v.V","G4v.V","G5v.V","G6v.V")))
val.f <- kripp.modular(af.oc,all.ec,all.dm)
val.i <- kripp.modular(ai.oc,all.ec,all.dm)
val.v <- kripp.modular(av.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

sel <- ResultsAll[ResultsAll$Component=="desktop" | ResultsAll$Component=="desk cable"
| ResultsAll$Component=="laptop" | ResultsAll$Component=="work station",]

ac.oc <- observed.coincidences(makeKrippData(sel,c("G1v","G2v","G3v","G4v","G5v","G6v")))
val.c <- kripp.modular(ac.oc,all.ec,all.dm)

krippsC.SW[i,] <- c("End-user eqmt",val.f,val.i,val.v,val.c)

View(krippsC.SW)
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C Handout for participants

The remaining 7 pages contain the handout that was given to each participant for
reference during the group work. The descriptions of estimating frequency and
impact were taken almost verbatim from the Raster method description, with only
minor edits to fit the context of the experiment.
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About Fold Factory

Fold Factory is a small company that creates luxury packing cartons. These are not average boxes,  
but artistic creations made specifically on request of customers. Below are some examples of their  
work.

The box on the right was created for an organic farm in 
Sweden. The box is made from a single piece of carton,  
and is entirely recyclable. One important design criterion 
was that the box should be able to firmly holds eggs of  
non-uniform sizes. 

The box on the left was created for a traditional  
butchery in Spain, who wanted to start selling their  
products to consumers directly, using an online 
shop.

This design won the prestigious Food and Wine 
Industry Award for best packaging in 2011.

Fold Factory was created by two friends, at a time when they were both students at a school of  
Industrial Design. The company quickly grew to its current size of about 15 employees. Fold Factory  
designs the packing concepts, the packaging itself and the artwork; the actual printing and cutting are  
outsourced to specialist printers throughout Europe.

The design department consists of 8 creative artists and packaging specialists. They use high-
powered workstations for all their art work and 3D modelling. Other departments handle marketing,  
sales, and contacts with printers. There is a small support staff.

Because of their mode of doing business, e-mail is very important to Fold Factory. E-mail is used to  
communicate with prospective customers, existing customers, and printers. Of course, the telephone  
is an important alternative (especially for customers), but e-mail is necessary for transmission of file  
attachments. Artwork proposals are sent to customers, and cutting models are sent to printers.

Fold Factory relies heavily on IT. The IT infrastructure is owned by the company itself. Most users are  
computer savvy, and there is little need for support on PCs, laptops, and workstations. The servers,  
however, are maintained by a local IT shop. All servers and networking equipment are stored in a  
single room. This room is locked and air-conditioned.

Fold Factory is housed on the second floor of a building on a large office complex in the Amsterdam  
area. The other floors are occupied by accounting and consulting companies.
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Components

Department 1, 2: an ethernet network that only contains PCs (desktops, laptops, workstations). No  
servers are connected to these networks.

desk cable: a plain ethernet cable, used to connect a user's laptop, desktop or workstation to the  
nearest wall outlet.

desktop: a simple PC. Mainly used by office workers.

DHCP server: an old machine that is currently only used to provide network configuration (IP  
addresses, etc) to desktops, laptops, and workstations.

DMZ (“demilitarized zone”): a small network that only contains servers. There are never direct  
connections between computers on the internal network and the internet; there are only  
connections from internet to DMZ and from DMZ to the internal network.

DNS server: provides name to IP address lookups for all computers in the company; used for intranet  
addresses as well as any other domain name lookups.

ethernet cable: normal ethernet network cables.

external mail server: any mail server for a customer, printer, or any other external contact.

fiber optic: a fiber optic cable, provided from some Internet Service Provider, connecting Fold Factory  
to the internet.

File server: central storage of documents, artwork, box designs, etc. Some company confidential  
information is stored here, as well as confidential financial and customer information. The file  
server is regularly backed up by the local IT support company.

Firewall DMZ: controls the flows of information between the internal network and the DMZ 
(“demilitarized zone”). There are never direct connections between computers on the internal  
network and the internet; there are only connections from internet to DMZ and from DMZ to the  
internal network.

Firewall ext(ernal): a firewall that also acts as router between the internet and Fold Factory's network.

Firewall int(ernal): separates the server LAN from the PCs, but also acts as a network switch between  
the departments and the server LAN.

internet: the Internet Service Provider for Fold Factory, and the rest of internet.

laptop: a laptop PC. Mainly used by traveling sales staff and managers.

Mail server: all email to and from computers is sent through the internal mail server. All past email is  
stored here as well.

MX 1, 2: external mail servers, maintained by the Internet Service Provider, that temporarily hold  
incoming email for Fold Factory when the relay server is unreachable. For example, when the  
internet connection to Fold Factory is down, email to Fold Factory is kept on the MX servers.  
MX 1 and 2 are maintained by the Internet Service Provider.

relay server: a mail server. It receives outgoing email from the Mail server, and passes it on to any  
external mail server on the internet. It also receives incoming email from the internet, performs  
spam filtering, and passes email on to the internal Mail server.

Server LAN: an ethernet network that only contains servers. No PCs are connected to this network.

work station: a powerful PC, used to create artwork and 3D models. Used by the creative artists and  
engineering teams.
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Vulnerabilities

The following vulnerabilities are used for the e-mail service of Fold Factory.

For cables

Break: Cable is damaged, cut, or disconnected by natural events, digging of a trench,  
accidental unplugging, improper maintenance, twisting, bending, or some other  
external influence.

Congestion: The amount of traffic offered exceeds the capacity of the link.

Cable ageing: Damage caused by passing of time. The outer insulation of the cable may  
weaken, and joints and connectors may get corroded.

For equipment items

Physical damage: Fire, burns, floods, spills, water from fire extinguishing installations, knocks, falls,  
drops, kicks, and other physical damage.

Power: Failure of the electrical power supply. Power surges, or fluctuations in voltage.

Configuration: Incorrect configuration settings (in hardware or software) or mistakes made by 
system administrators, operators, or end users.

Equipment ageing: Failures caused by passing of time. Mechanical parts such as hard disks and fans  
wear out, insulation weakens, etc.

Theft: Malicious stealing of physical parts or equipment, by insiders or outsiders.

Data processing: For equipment that processes data: missing, incorrect or inconsistent data stored;  
errors in processing (not according to configuration). This can be through human  
error (e.g. accidental erasure), equipment failure, malicious tampering, bugs,  
hacking, or any other natural or man-made cause.
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Estimating frequency

The factor Frequency indicates the likelihood that the vulnerability will lead to an incident with impact on Fold 
Factory's e-mail service. 

Class Value Symbol

Extremely low Very rare, but not physically impossible. U
Low Once in 500 years, or:

for 1000 identical components, each year 2 will experience an incident.
L

Medium Once in 50 years, or:
for 1000 identical components, each month 1 or 2 will experience an  

incident.

M

High Once in 5 years, or:
for 1000 identical components, each month 15 will experience an 

incident.

H

Extremely high Routine event. Very often. V
Unknown Indicates lack of knowledge or data, or lack of consensus. ?

A frequency of “once in 50 years” is an average, and does not mean that each 50 years an incident is  
guaranteed to occur. It may be interpreted as:

• The average timespan between incidents on a single component is 50 years.
• For a set of 50 identical component, each year on average one of them will experience an incident.
• Each year, the component has a 1 in 50 chance of experiencing an incident.

When the life time of a component is 5 years (or when the component is replaced every 5 years) the frequency  
of a vulnerability can still be “once in 500 years”.

Example: a component is always replaced after one year, even if it is still functioning. On average, 10%  
of components fail before their full year is up. The general frequency for this failure is therefore  
estimated as “once in 10 years” even though no component will be in use that long. 
Note that this value is between the characteristic values for High and Medium. The team members must  
together decide which of these two classes is assigned.

Procedure to determine Frequency
Use the following four-step procedure to determine the factor Frequency:

1. Find the frequency class that applies to this type of node in general.
This can be based on, for example, past experience or expert opinion. 

2. Think of reasons why this particular node should have a lower frequency than usual.
Existing countermeasures may make the frequency lower than usual. For example, if an organisation  
already has a stand-by generator that kicks in when power fails, then the frequency of power failure  
incidents is thereby reduced. The frequency does not reflect the likelihood that the vulnerability is  
triggered, but the likelihood that the vulnerability will lead to a noticeable incident. Another example is  
the use of premium quality components, or secure and controlled equipment rooms.
For some components monitoring can detect failures that are imminent before they occur. This also will  
reduce the frequency of incidents.

3. Think of reasons why this particular node should have a higher frequency than usual.
The environment may be particularly dangerous, for example, for emergency services such as fire 
fighting teams. 

4. Decide on the frequency class for this particular node.
Typically either Low, Medium, or High will be used. 
If neither of these accurately reflect the frequency, one of the extreme classes should be used.
If no class can be assigned by consensus, Unknown should be used.
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Estimating impact

The factor Impact indicates the severity of the effect when a vulnerability does lead to an incident. This severity  
is the effect to Fold Factory's e-mail service as a whole, not its effect to the component that experienced the  
vulnerability. For example, a power failure will cause equipment to stop functioning temporarily. This is normal,  
and of little relevance. What is relevant is the effect to the service. The outage could cause the service to fail (if  
the equipment is essential), but could also have a no effect at all (if the equipment has a backup). Or any effect  
in between.
Only the effects on the telecom service must be taken into account in this stage. Loss of business, penalties,  
and other damage are not considered, but may be relevant during later stages in the process (not part of this  
experiment).
The damage may be caused by an incident that also affects other components. For example, a cable may be  
damaged by an earthquake; the same earthquake will likely cause damage to other components as well.  
However, this additional damage must not be taken into account. Only the damage resulting from the damage  
to this component must be considered. An other stage in the process (not part of this experiment) takes care of  
multiple failures due to a single incident.
For the Impact, the possible values are:

Class Value Symbol

Extremely low Unnoticeable effects. U

Low Noticeable degradation of the service. L

Medium Partial temporary unavailability of the service for some actors. M

High Long-term, but eventually repairable unavailability of the service for all  
actors.

H

Extremely high Very long-term or unrepairable unavailability of the service for all actors.  
Major redesign of the telecom service is necessary, or the service has to  
be terminated and replaced with an alternative.

V

Unknown Indicates lack of knowledge or data, or lack of consensus. ?

The expected time to repair must also be taken into account. Repair time is expressed in the phrases “long-
term”, “temporary”, and “unrepairable”.

Procedure to determine Impact
Use the following four-step procedure to determine the factor Impact:

1. Choose the impact class that most accurately seems to describe the impact of the incident.
2. Think of reasons why the impact would be higher than this initial assessment.
3. Think of reasons why the impact would be lower than the initial assessment.

Existing redundancy can reduce or even annul the impact. For example, a telecom service may have  
been designed such that when a wireless link fails, a backup wired link is used automatically. The  
impact of the wireless link failing is thereby reduced.
Monitoring and automatic alarms may reduce the impact of incidents. When incidents are detected  
quickly, repairs can be initiated faster.
Keeping stock of spare parts, well trained repair teams, and conducting regular drills and exercises all  
help in reducing the impact of failures and must be considered in the assessment.

4. Decide on the impact class.
Typically either Low, Medium, or High will be used. If neither of these accurately reflect the impact, one  
of the extreme classes should be used. If no class can be assigned by consensus, Unknown should be  
used.
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Remember

• Refer to these instructions and tables often, and use them to guide your estimates.

• Work as a team, and convince each other with good arguments.

• Be consistent. Review your estimates to ensure that like cases are scored alike.

• Mark your answers (and corrections) as in the example below.

Mobile phone — (equipment)
Vulnerability Frequency Impact Assumptions, notes

Dropped on floor U – L – M – H – V – ? U – L – M – H – V – ? Phone can handle most falls...

Stolen U – L – M – H – V – ? U – L – M – H – V – ?

Water damage U – L – M – H – V – ? U – L – M – H – V – ? Use protective cover!

For the recorder

• Help the group to follow the instructions for making estimates. 
When estimates are becoming easier, attention may slip. It is still important to follow the proper  
procedure. 

• Watch out for inconsistencies in the the estimates by your group.
For example, when two vulnerabilities have comparable frequency, the group should not score one as  
“Low” and the other as “Medium”; both should be either “Low” or both “Medium”. Bring inconsistent  
scores to the attention of other group members.

• If the group makes important assumptions, make sure to mark them in the “Your notes” column.

• Maintain the group scores, and hand those in at the end of the experiment.
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Mark important assumptions,
or other notes

Make corrections like this


